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The Chauvet cave, as it is now called, is today

recognized as one of the world’s most important sites of

prehistoric art. Because it is so pristine—it even has the

intact footprints of its ancient inhabitants—it remains

sealed and guarded so as to preserve its delicate

environment.



• It is clear from any viewing of the
paintings that they are not simply flat
representations of what was seen by the
eye. They are often abstracted to conjure
an impression of motion, and they
utilize bends and curves in the rock to
endow the represented animals with an
almost three-dimensional presence. The
artists had not simply painted objects;
they painted ideas. The humans who
smeared pigment over the walls of the
Chauvet cave were, like us, people who
thought about the world and their place
in it; they were conscious



But

what is consciousness?



• This is, of course, a question that
has vexed philosophers, artists,
neurobiologists and indeed the rest
of us for probably as long as we
have been conscious.



• We have explored many of biological
phenomena in earlier presentations,
but all those we have so far discussed,
from magnetic compasses to enzyme
action, from photosynthesis to
heredity to olfaction, can be discussed
in terms of conventional chemistry
and physics. While quantum
mechanics may be unfamiliar,
particularly from many biologists’
perspectives, it nevertheless fits
completely within the framework of
modern science. And although we
may not have an intuitive or common
sense grasp of what is going on in the
two-slit experiment or quantum
entanglement, the mathematics that
underpins quantum mechanics is
precise, logical and incredibly
powerful.

But consciousness is different



• Nobody knows where or how it fits in
with the kind of science that we have
discussed so far. There are no
(reputable) mathematical equations that
include the term “consciousness,” and
unlike, say, catalysis or energy transport,
it has not, so far, been discovered in
anything that isn’t alive.



Evidences of consciousness
• Most people would think not, and

would reserve consciousness for

those creatures that possess nervous

systems; but then how much of a

nervous system is necessary? Do

clownfish yearn for their home reef?

Did our European robin really feel

an urge to fly south for the winter, or

was she on automatic pilot like a

drone aircraft?



• Many aquarium owners
would insist that fish or
molluscs such as octopi are
conscious.



How odd is consciousness?

• Perhaps the oddest fact we know about the
universe is that we know a great deal about it,
owing to an extraordinary property possessed
by those parts of it that are enclosed within our
own skulls: our conscious minds. This is
indeed highly bizarre, not least because the
function of this odd property isn’t at all clear.



• There are some activities for which
consciousness appears to be indispensable, such
as natural language. It is very hard to imagine
holding a conversation on automatic pilot. It
would also be difficult for us to do a tricky
calculation automatically or solve a crossword.
We cannot imagine our ice-age artist being able
to paint a bison with nothing but the wall of a
cave in front of her, if she were not conscious



• What all of these necessarily conscious
activities have in common is that they are
driven by ideas, such as the idea behind a
word, the solution to a problem, or an
understanding of what a bison is and means
to stone age people. Indeed, the walls of the
Chauvet cave provide lots of evidence for
that most powerful application of ideas:
bringing several of them together to form a
novel concept.



What are ideas?

• Ideas represent complex information that
is joined up in our conscious mind to
form concepts that have meaning to us,
such as whatever it was that the half-man
half-bison image on the wall of the
Chauvet cave meant to the people who
inhabited those caves. Consciousness
allows our mind to be driven by ideas
and concepts, rather than mere stimuli.



How does information encoded in disparate regions of our

brain come together in our conscious mind?

• The binding problem is usually formulated in terms of visual or other
sensory information. Smell, sights and sounds are not experienced as
distinct proportions of colors, textures or notes but as integrated sensory
impressions, memories and concepts of, for example, a bison, a tree or a
person. In all these instances, each sensory neuron would have responded
only to certain features of the sensory input. For example, a particular
auditory neuron would have fired only if the sound entering the human’s
ears included a certain frequency.



• Formulating the binding problem in
terms of ideas, rather than sensory
impressions, brings us to the nub of the
problem of consciousness, which is the
puzzle of how ideas can move minds and
thereby bodies.

How can an idea move matter?



The mechanics of thought

• The motion of the ACIENT painter’s
arm across the cave wall was initiated
by a muscle protein called myosin.
Myosin is an enzyme that uses chemical
energy to power the contraction of
muscles, essentially by causing the
fibers to slide over one another.



• The contraction of the artist’s muscle fibers was
actually triggered when positively charged sodium
ions rushed into her muscle cells. Muscle cells have
more sodium ions on the outside of their membrane
than the inside, giving rise to a voltage difference
across their membrane, a bit like a tiny battery.
However, there are pores in these membranes called
ion channels, which, if opened, allow the sodium ions
into the cell. It was this electrical discharging process
that triggered the artist’s muscle contraction



• What caused those 
muscle ion channels to 

flip open at that 
moment?

• Motor nerves attached to
the muscles in the artist’s
arm released chemicals
called neurotransmitters
that popped the ion
channels open



• But what then caused these motor
nerves to release their package of
neurotransmitters?

• Nerve endings release neurotransmitters
whenever an electric signal called an
action potential arrives. Action potentials
are fundamental to all nerve signaling.

Neurotransmitters are chemical

messengers in the body. Their job is to

transmit signals from nerve cells to

target cells. These target cells may be

in muscles, glands, or other nerves.

The brain needs neurotransmitters to

regulate many necessary functions,

including: heart rate.



• A nerve cell, or neuron, is an extremely long, thin, snake-like cell consisting
of three parts. At its head end is a spider-like cell body, which is where the
action potential is initiated. This then travels along the thin middle section,
called the axon (the “broom handle” of an olfactory neuron), to the nerve
ending, where the neurotransmitter molecules are released. Although the
nerve axon looks a little like a tiny electric cable, the way it transmits its
electrical signal is far cleverer than the process by which a simple flow of
negatively charged electrons passes through a copper wire.



• The nerve cell, just like a muscle cell, normally has more positively
charged sodium ions outside than inside. This difference is maintained
by pumps that push positively charged sodium ions out of the cell
through the nerve cell membrane. The excess of external positive
charges provides a voltage difference across the cell membrane of about
one-hundredth of a volt. This means that we have an electrical gradient
across the cell membrane of a million volts per meter. This is equivalent
to a staggering ten thousand volts across a one-centimeter gap and is
almost enough to create a spark, such as is required in your car’s spark
plug to ignite the fuel.



• The head-end of the artist’s
motor nerve, the body of the
nerve cell, is connected to a
cluster of structures called
synapses which are kind of
nerve-to-nerve junction
boxes. Upstream nerves
release neurotransmitter
molecules into these
junctions much as
neurotransmitters are
released at the nerve–muscle
junction; this triggers the
opening of ion channels in
the membrane surrounding
the nerve cell body, thereby
allowing positively charged
ions to rush inside, causing
its voltage to drop sharply.



• Most voltage drops caused by the opening of a handful of
ion channels in a synapse will have little or no effect. But
if lots of neurotransmitter arrives, then lots of ion channels
will flip open. The ensuing rush of positive ions into the
cell causes its membrane voltage to dip below a critical
threshold of about −0.04 volts. When this happens,
another set of nerve ion channels come into play. These
are voltage-gated ion channels, which means they are
sensitive not to neurotransmitters but to the voltage
difference across the membrane.



• The long cable of the nerve, the axon, is lined with these voltage-
gated channels, so once the short-circuiting was kicked off at the
cell body, it triggered a kind of domino effect of membrane short-
circuiting—the action potential—that quickly traveled down the
nerve until it reached the nerve ending . There it stimulated the
release of neurotransmitter into the neuromuscular junction,
causing our artist’s arm muscle to contract to trace the line of a
bison on the wall of the cave.



• The entire chain of events leading up to
that muscle contraction that swept the
artist’s arm across the wall.

• But have we missed something?

What we have described so far is an
entirely mechanistic causal chain from
sensory input to motor output, with some
of the information channeled through
memory centers



• This is the kind of mechanism that Descartes was talking
about when he made the claim that animals are mere
machines. But remember that Descartes reserved a role
for a spiritual entity, the soul, as the ultimate driver of
human actions. Where is the soul in this input–output
chain of events?



• In this way the cell body of each nerve cell seems to be
acting like the logic gate of a computer, generating an
based on its inputs. So, if the neuron is like a logic gate,
then the brain, made up of billions of neurons, might be
thought of as some kind of computer; or at least, this is the
assumption of most cognitive neuroscientists who
subscribe to what is called the computational theory of
mind.



How mind moves matter
• There are of course many explanations of consciousness, all of which

have been laid out in a whole host of books on the topic. But, we will
focus on the highly controversial, yet fascinating, claim that is most
relevant to our theme: namely, that consciousness is a quantum
mechanical phenomenon. The case was most famously made by the
Oxford mathematician Roger Penrose who, in his 1989 book The
Emperor’s New Mind, claimed that the human mind is a quantum
computer.

In the 1990s, long before

winning the 2020 Nobel Prize

in Physics for his prediction of

black holes, physicist Roger

Penrose teamed up with

anesthesiologist Stuart

Hameroff to propose an

ambitious answer.



• Quantum approaches to consciousness
occasionally said to be prompted simply
by the idea that quantum theory is a
mysterious thing and consciousness is
also a mystery, so perhaps the two are co-
related. Those perspectives denounce a
profound misinterpretation of the nature
and character of quantum mechanics,
which consists fundamentally of a
pragmatic scientific solution to the
problem of the connection between mind
and matter



• Penrose and Hameroff were met with incredulity. Quantum
mechanical laws are usually only found to apply at very low
temperatures. Quantum computers, for example, currently operate
at around -272°C. At higher temperatures, classical mechanics takes
over. Since our body works at room temperature, you would expect it
to be governed by the classical laws of physics. For this reason, the
quantum consciousness theory has been dismissed outright by many
scientists – though others are persuaded supporters.



• Penrose and Hameroff's hypothesis is that the tubulin
components of microtubules, filamentous protein
polymers that form the cytoskeleton of cells,
implement quantum computations.

The cytoskeleton is a complex, dynamic

network of interlinking protein filaments

present in the cytoplasm of all cells, excluding

bacteria and archaea. It extends from the cell

nucleus to the cell membrane and is composed

of similar proteins in the various organisms



• Microtubules are long strings of a protein called
tubulin. Hameroff and Penrose proposed that
these tubulin proteins—the beads on the
string—are capable of flipping between at least
two different shapes, extended and contracted,
and, crucially, are able to behave as quantum
objects that exist in a superposition of both
shapes at once to form something akin to qubits

A qubit (or quantum bit) is the quantum

mechanical analogue of a classical bit. In

classical computing the information is

encoded in bits, where each bit can have the

value zero or one. In quantum computing the

information is encoded in qubits.

spooky action at a distance





• If spooky connections between all the hundred
billion neurons in a human brain were possible,
then they could, potentially, bind together all the
information encoded in separated nerves and
thereby solve the binding problem. They could
also provide the conscious mind with the elusive
but extraordinary powerful capabilities of a
quantum computer.

As is entanglement, the nonclassical

correlation between different quantum states.

Entanglement is often discussed with reference

to quantum spin, the property of elementary

particles that determines their behavior in a

magnetic field



S. Hameroff, “Quantum computation in brain microtubules? The Penrose–Hameroff ‘Orch

OR’ model of consciousness,” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society Series A, vol.

356: 1743 (1998), pp. 1869–95; S. Hameroff and R. Penrose, “Consciousness in the

universe: a eview of the ‘Orch OR’ theory,” Physics of Life Reviews, vol. 11 (2014), pp. 39–
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The cytoskeleton of cells, including neurons of

the brain, is made up of microtubules:
The human brain contains about 10^18 

tubulins.



One of the most obvious objection :

How information travels from the brain through to the nerves.

Microtubules support the architecture of each neuron and

transport neurotransmitters up and down its length; but they are

not thought to be involved in the network-based information

processing responsible for brain computations. So microtubules

are unlikely substrates for our thoughts.

An even more important objection

Brain microtubules are highly unlikely candidates as coherent

quantum qubits simply because they are too big and complicated



But a key feature of all of these is that the “quantum” part of

the system (the exciton, electron, proton or free radical) is

simple. It consists of either a single particle or small numbers

of particles that do what they do over atomic-scale distances.

This corresponds of course to Schrödinger’s seventy-year-old

insight that the kinds of living system that are likely to

support quantum rules will involve small numbers of

particles.

But the Penrose–Hameroff theory proposes that

entire protein molecules composed of millions

of particles are in quantum superposition and

entangled not only with molecules within the

same microtubule but with microtubules,

similarly composed of millions of particles, in

billions of nerve cells across the entire volume

of the brain. This is very far from being

plausible.



Another problem is:

From a physicist’s perspective, the most fundamental problem was

coherence time. Superposition and entanglement are both extremely

fragile phenomena. Think of a human pyramid of performers crossing

a high wire on a unicycle and you get the idea. The slightest

disturbance and their grip slips. In the case of a quantum system, it

will “decohere” to a bog-standard classical state if disturbed by heat, a

mechanical vibration or anything else. The information stored in the

quantum states is generally lost to the surrounding environment.



In the warm, wet brain, with its soup of jiggling, jostling

molecules, it becomes almost impossible. Neurons hold

information for microseconds at a time or more while

processing it, but calculations suggest that the microtubule

superposition would last only between 10-20 and 10-13 seconds.

Maintaining quantum effects in the

warm, wet brain should be

impossible



But does that mean that there is 

no role for quantum mechanics in 

the brain? 



Perhaps not. Recent research

suggests that quantum mechanics

may indeed play a crucial role in

how the mind works.

The quantum processes are not confined to the brain but take

place within neurons and at synapses. They are therefore

implicated in the biological functioning of the entire body. It

might be more accurate to describe these effects as quantum

enhanced neural processing.



Quantum ion channels?

A possible site for quantum mechanical

phenomena in the brain lies within ion

channels in neuronal cell membranes.

These are responsible for mediating the

action potentials—the nerve signals—that

transmit information in the brain, so they

play a central role in neural information

processing.

The channels are only about one-billionth

of a meter long (1.2 nanometers) and less

than half that wide, so the ions have to

pass through them in single file. Yet they

do so at an extraordinarily high rate of

about a hundred million per second. And

the channels are also highly selective.



In 2012 the neuroscientist Gustav Bernroider,

from the University of Salzburg, teamed up

with Johann Summhammer from the Atom

Institute at the Vienna University of

Technology to perform a quantum mechanical

simulation of an ion passing through a voltage-

gated ion channel and discovered that the ion

is delocalized (spread out) when it travels

through the channel: more of a coherent wave

than a particle.



Also, this ion wave oscillates at very high

frequencies and transfers energy to the

surrounding protein by a kind of resonance

process so that the channel effectively acts as

an ion refrigerator that reduces the kinetic

energy of the ion by about half. This effective

cooling of the ion helps to maintain its

delocalized quantum state by keeping

decoherence at bay and thereby promotes rapid

quantum transport through the channel.

The team concluded that quantum coherence

plays an “indispensable” role in the conduction

of ions through nerve ion channels, and is

thereby an essential part of our thinking

process

G. Bernroider and J. Summhammer, “Can quantum entanglement between ion transition

states effect action potential initiation?,” Cognitive Computation, vol. 4 (2012), pp. 29–37.



These researchers have not suggested that quantum coherent ions are

capable of acting as any kind of neural qubits, nor have they suggested

that they could play a role in consciousness; and, at first sight.
Unlike the microtubules in the Penrose–Hameroff hypothesis, the ion

channels do at least play a clear role in neural computation—they

underpin action potentials—so their state will reflect the state of the nerve

cell: if the nerve is firing, then ions will be flowing (remember, they are

moving as quantum waves) rapidly through the channels, whereas if the

nerve is resting, any ions in the channels will be stationary.

So, since the total sum of firing and nonfiring neurons in our brain must

somehow encode our thoughts, then those thoughts are also reflected—

encoded—in the sum of all that quantum flow of ions into and out of nerve

cells.



But how might the individual thought processes be combined

to generate conscious, bound-up thoughts?

One coherent ion channel—whether quantum or classical—

can’t possibly encode all the information bound into the

thought recesses that culminate in visualizing a complex

object, such as a bison. To play a role in cconsciousness, ion

channels would have to be linked in some way. Could

quantum mechanics help?

Is it possible, for example, that the ions in a channel are not

only coherent along the length but also coherent or even

entangled with ions in adjacent channels or even nearby

nerve cells?



Ion channels and the ions within them would suffer the

same problem as the Penrose–Hameroff microtubule idea

Although it is just about conceivable that a single ion channel

could be entangled with an adjacent channel within the same

nerve cell, entanglement between ion channels in different

nerves, which would be needed to solve the binding problem, is

totally unfeasible in the warm, wet, highly dynamic and

decoherence-inducing environment of a living brain.

The binding problem refers to two

problems of perception, used in

neuroscience, cognitive science and

philosophy of mind.



• So, if entanglement can’t bind the
quantum-level information in ion
channels, is there anything else that
could do the job?



Electromagnetic (EM) field

• Voltage-gated ion channels are of course
sensitive to voltage: it’s what opens and
closes the channels. Voltage is just a
measure of the gradient of an electric
field. But the entire volume of the brain is
filled with its own electromagnetic (EM)
field, which is generated by the electrical
activity of all its nerves.
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Professor of Molecular Genetics at

the University of Surrey, United

Kingdom. ,McFadden wrote the popular

science book, Quantum Evolution on

the concept of quantum evolution. The

book examines the role of quantum

mechanics in

life, evolution and consciousness. The

book has been described as offering an

alternative evolutionary mechanism,

beyond the neo-Darwinian framework

He and his collaborators proposed

the idea that shifting consciousness

from the discrete particles of matter

in the brain to the joined-up EM

field could potentially solve the

binding problem and provide a seat

for consciousness.



• By opening and closing the voltage-gated
ion channels, the EM field couples to
those quantum coherent ions traveling
through the channels.



When EM field theories of

consciousness were first proposed

at the very beginning of the

present century, there was no

direct evidence that the brain’s

EM field could influence nerve

firing patterns to drive our

thoughts and actions. However,

experiments carried out in several

laboratories have demonstrated

that external EM fields, of similar

strength and structure to those

that the brain itself generates, do

indeed influence nerve firing.

The findings suggest that the brain’s own EM field,

generated by nerve firing, also influences nerve firing,

providing a kind of self-referencing loop that many

theorists argue is an essential component of

consciousness.



Thus it is possible that, by modulating (and
being modulated by) ion channel activity,
electrical fields are coupled to the level of
quantum coherent events in many
neurons, potentially affecting behaviorally
relevant synchrony of neural firing.



• Let us return once again to that dark cave in the South of
France to complete the chain of events from brain to hand
as our artist stands poised before the wall watching the
torchlight flicker over its gray contours. Some play of the
light and rock brings the image of a bison to her conscious
mind.



This is sufficient to create an idea in

her head, perhaps instantiated as a

fluctuation of her brain’s EM field, that

flips open clusters of coherent ion

channels in lots of separated neurons,

causing them to fire synchronously.

The synchronous nerve signals fire

action potentials throughout her brain

and, via synaptic connections, initiate

a train of signals that travels down her

spine and, via nerve–nerve junctions, to

the motor nerves that discharge their

packets of neurotransmitters into the

neuromuscular junctions that are

attached to the muscles of her arm.

Those muscles contract to generate the

coordinated motion of her hand that

sweeps across the cave wall, depositing

a line of charcoal on the rock in the

shape of a bison.



Bruza, P. D., Wang, Z., and Busemeyer, J.
R. (2015). Quantum cognition: a new
theoretical approach to psychology. Trends
Cogn. Sci. 19, 383–393.

Interestingly, research in psychology has provided

another hint that the brain displays quantum-like

behavior .This lead to the emergence of a new field of

quantum cognition. Several studies have shown that

certain aspects of decision-making behavior are better

described by quantum probability framework than

classical probability framework



Matthew P. A. Fisher is an

American theoretical

physicist and Professor of

Physics at the University of

California, Santa Barbara, and

is known for several major

contributions to condensed

matter physics.

A New Spin on the Quantum Brain

He published a paper in Annals of

Physics proposing that the nuclear spins of

phosphorus atoms could serve as rudimentary

“qubits” in the brain which would essentially

enable the brain to function like a quantum

computer.



When Fisher searched the literature, he

found that an experiment comparing the

effects of lithium-6 and lithium-7 had been

done. In 1986, scientists at Cornell

University examined the effects of the two

isotopes on the behavior of rats. Pregnant

rats were separated into three groups: One

group was given lithium-7, one group was

given the isotope lithium-6, and the third

served as the control group. Once the pups

were born, the mother rats that received

lithium-6 showed much stronger maternal

behaviors, such as grooming, nursing and

nest-building, than the rats in either the

lithium-7 or control groups.

This floored Fisher. Not only should the chemistry of the two isotopes be the same, the

slight difference in atomic mass largely washes out in the watery environment of the

body. So what could account for the differences in behavior those researchers observed?



Fisher believes the secret might lie in the

nuclear spin, which is a quantum property that

affects how long each atom can remain

coherent — that is, isolated from its

environment. The lower the spin, the less the

nucleus interacts with electric and magnetic

fields, and the less quickly it decoheres.



Because lithium-7 and lithium-6 have different

numbers of neutrons, they also have different

spins. As a result, lithium-7 decoheres too

quickly for the purposes of quantum cognition,

while lithium-6 can remain entangled longer.

Fisher had found two substances, alike in all

important respects save for quantum spin, and

found that they could have very different

effects on behavior. For Fisher, this was a

tantalizing hint that quantum processes might

indeed play a functional role in cognitive

processing.

Posner molecule”, Ca9(PO4)6, as

the unique molecule that can

protect the neural qubits on very

long times and thereby serve as a

(working) quantum-memory.



It is argued that the enzyme catalyzed chemical reaction which breaks

a pyrophosphate ion into two phosphate ions can quantum entangle

pairs of qubits. Posner molecules, formed by binding such phosphate

pairs with extracellular calcium ions, will inherit the nuclear spin

entanglement. A mechanism for transporting Posner molecules into

presynaptic neurons during vesicle endocytosis is proposed.



Pair of entangled Posner molecules in (a). The purple dashed lines represent singlet entangled

phosphorus nuclear spins. A complex of highly entangled Posner molecules in (b). With two pairs

of entangled Posner molecules, labelled (a; a0) and(b; b0) as in panel (c),a chemical binding

between one member in each pair – the black box connecting (a; b)- can change the probability of

a subsequent binding of the other members of the pair,(a0; b0). If the Posner molecules

chemically bind after being transported into two presynaptic neurons asdepicted in (d), they will

be susceptible to melting, releasing their calcium into the cytoplasm enhancing neurotransmitter

release, there by stimulating (quantum) entangled postsynaptic neuron firing release, thereby

stimulating (quantum) entangled postsynaptic neuron firing



At this point, Fisher's proposal is no more than an intriguing idea.

But there are several ways in which its plausibility can

be tested, starting with the idea that phosphorus spins in Posner

molecules can keep their quantum coherence for long

periods. That is what Fisher aims to do next.



we cannot yet be sure that all the features I have just described are quantum

mechanical. But there is no doubt that much of what is or was wonderful and

unique about robins, clownfish, bacteria that survive beneath the Antarctic

ice, dinosaurs that roamed the Jurassic forests, monarch butterflies, fruit flies,

plants and microbes derives from the fact that, like us, they are rooted in the

quantum world. There is much that remains to be discovered; but the beauty

of any new area of research is the sheer unknown.

As Isaac Newton said:

I do not know what I may appear to the world, but to myself I seem to 

have been only like a boy playing on the sea-shore, and diverting myself 

in now and then finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than 

ordinary, while the

great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before me.




